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structural analysis of the pten:rexs signaling complex reveals how cancer-associated mutations coordinate to hyperactivate rac1
We combine structural and kinetic analyses to deconvolute cross-species differences in inhibition and identify the structural motif of a "chain" of aromatic rings as a characteristic that promotes
cork-in-bottle mechanism of inhibitor binding to mammalian complex i
Although enterovirus D68 poses a major global threat to children, neither vaccines nor therapeutics are currently available. Using Cryo-EM, Zhang et al. show that two murine-derived monoclonal
functional and structural characterization of a two-mab cocktail for delayed treatment of enterovirus d68 infections
Van Horne and Williams, focus on vulnerable populations and are working to integrate structural processes (e.g., land use) with helps to unravel some of these ongoing challenges through an
environmental health equity: moving toward a solution-oriented research agenda
Biochemical experiments validate the structural observations and reveal mechanistic and regulatory features that influence frameshifting efficiency. Finally, we compare compounds previously shown to
structural basis of ribosomal frameshifting during translation of the sars-cov-2 rna genome
Last, our analysis of cation distributions readily available to molecular simulations suggests a mechanism that explains the structural variations of dsDNA and dsRNA. Computed WAXS profiles from an
the structural plasticity of nucleic acid duplexes revealed by waxes and md
by the polychromatic isometric drawing from a structural-analysis joint model that highlights the complex geometry of the different plates' coming together.

ravens getting solid feedback on new coaches tee martin, keith williams
Researchers say the anti-glycan antibodies represent a "new form of host defense" and could be effective against a variety of pathogens.

newly described antibodies with “special shape” could unlock vaccine strategies for hiv, covid
Early this year, as legislators were beginning their work at the state Capitol amid a prolonged health crisis, a task force was created to study the dire conditions in Connecticut’s nursing homes. It

as general assembly winds down, legislators have not acted on nursing home reforms
System change also illuminates the root cause of a problem. When we think about structural inequalities or structural racism, we tend to latch onto the surface-level events. But a system

system change is key to driving social impact work that matters
Nursing in the next 10 years will demand a larger, more diversified workforce prepared to provide care in different settings, to address the lasting effects of COVID-19, to break down structural
to achieve health equity, leverage nurses and increase funding for school and public health nursing, says new report
Mathew Williams, MD (NYU Langone Health Although the curves started to diverge just days after surgery, a landmark analysis showed that the advantage for LAA occlusion was greater after 30 days

occluding the laa during surgery lowers stroke risk: laaos iii
The analysis reveals how decisions about where environmental racism are part of a broader practice of systemic and structural racism.

environmental issues play a part in layers of systemic and structural racism
D’Andre Swift certainly fits the mold, as he has noticeably put in the work during this past offseason. The second-year running back is expected to take the next step forward and will certainly become
d’andre swift would welcome todd gurley
The Detroit Lions don’t seem to need a running back, but they’re kicking the tires on Todd Gurley anyway. From the start, Detroit Lions head coach Dan

detroit lions remain in running back business with todd gurley visit
Second, the statement reinforces the regulatory preference for structural, divestment remedies to maintain competition where a transaction is viewed as only partially anti-competitive. Behavioral

may 2021 competition currents: uk and eu
Micro Interventional Devices (MID) has received Breakthrough Device Designation from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for its MIA™-T Percutaneous Tricuspid Annuloplasty System. The MIA-T

fda grants micro interventional devices, inc. breakthrough device designation for the mia™-t
...
percutaneous tricuspid annuloplasty system
Todd Adams, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of our longstanding strategic initiatives around simplification and structural cost reduction were visible in the solid incremental margins

rexnord reports first quarter 2021 financial results
As firms redesign offices for the return to work, WeWork says it is introducing touch-free coffee makers that work by scanning a QR code.

big companies are redesigning their offices in response to covid-19, and it might mean smaller cafeterias and the end of traditional coffee machines
Wendy Williams is a journalist specialising in the not-for-profit sector and broader social economy. She has been the editor of Pro Bono News since 2018. Search for: Get your biweekly dose of news,

a lesson for investors: real change involves the loss of power
Exxon Mobil (NYSE:XOM)-0.2% pre-market after Q1 earnings and revenues topped analyst expectations, boosted by higher commodity prices and the company's structural cost reductions. Exxon posted its

exxon snaps losing streak with better than forecast q1 earnings
A state of mind we all need these days and may soon even be a reality,” said Van Noten, who has been vocal about the need for structural changes to the fashion system since the pandemic hit.

net-a-porter, mr porter score dries van noten exclusive
Both parties withdrew from the project, however, after the Oregon Department of Transportation failed to adequately commit to investing in highway covers that could support a neighborhood. But ODOT

a document raises another red flag about the oregon department of transportation's commitment to racial justice
(GeekWire Photo / Todd Bishop) Year-over-year quarterly growth The impact of that structural shift on Amazon’s bottom line is the big takeaway from its first-quarter results, released

optimal prime: amazon's big quarter reveals its post-pandemic potential
This week’s episode of The Key examines the growing pressures on colleges to consider working with other institutions to bring significant changes in how they fulfill their missions – and the

ep. 46: defining and measuring 'value' in postsecondary education
The county judge said that soon an engineering firm is going to do a top to bottom structural analysis on the pier

bob hall pier may need to be totally rebuilt after hurricane hanna. these photos show why.
The MRI reveals no structural damage. As such, it isn’t easy to forecast his return. Todd Frazier will fill in at first base for the time being.

fantasy baseball injury report: jacob degrom, christian yelich, anthony rendon (2021)
This week’s episode of The Key examines the growing pressures on colleges to consider working with other institutions to bring significant changes in how they fulfill their missions – and the

ep. 45: debate: using pell grants for very short-term programs
With me today are Adecco Group’s CEO, Alain Deheze; and CFO, Coram Williams. Following prepared automotive

adeco group ag (ahexf) ceo alain deheze on q1 2021 results - earnings call transcript
Vista Gold Corp. (“Vista” or the “Company”) today announced assay results for drilling at the Company’s Mt Todd gold project (“Mt Todd” or the “Project”). Two additional holes have been completed on

vista gold corp. announces drill results for step-out drilling at the mt todd gold project, including a 162 grams of gold per tonne intercept
Todd Hunter said. Another big ticket item
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beyond profit: the key to business success
This week’s episode of The Key examines the growing pressures on colleges to consider working with other institutions to bring significant changes in how they fulfill their missions – and the
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With me today are Adecco Group’s CEO, Alain Deheze; and CFO, Coram Williams. Following prepared automotive
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focused attention on a structural advantage of ETFs over mutual funds, namely